THE FOLLOWING IS THE PROVISIONAL LIST OF REGISTER NUMBERS OF SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATES OF THE SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION M.A.HINDI FINAL YEAR EXAMINATION HELD IN JUNE 2013

PASSED IN FIRST CLASS
06HD00048 06HD00306 09HD00163 10HD00008 10HD00014 10HD00032 10HD00047 10HD00059
10HD00090 10HD00117 10HD00266 10HD00297 10HD00329 10HD00342 11HD00004 11HD00008
11HD00029 11HD00030 11HD00035 11HD00036 11HD00040 11HD00043 11HD00049 11HD00054
11HD00074 11HD00075 11HD00088 11HD00091 11HD00096 11HD00098 11HD00100 11HD00101
11HD00102 11HD00105 11HD00110 11HD00111 11HD00112 11HD00113 11HD00121 11HD00123
11HD00173 11HD00176 11HD00179 11HD00181 11HD00182 11HD00186 11HD00188 11HD00189
11HD00192 11HD00197 11HD00204 11HD00226 11HD00227 11HD00230 11HD00239 11HD00241
11HD00242 11HD00244 11HD00245 11HD00248 11HD00253 11HD00260 11HD00272 11HD00278
11HD00280 11HD00281 11HD00284 11HD00285 11HD00286 11HD00288 11HD00293 11HD00295
11HD00297 11HD00299 11HD00303

PASSED IN SECOND CLASS
02HD00171 03HD00038 05HD00267 05HD00370 09HD00026 09HD00029 09HD00034 09HD00139
09HD00190 09HD00242 09HD00338 10HD00043 10HD00045 10HD00067 10HD00070 10HD00082
10HD00110 10HD00137 10HD00161 10HD00174 10HD00179 10HD00182 10HD00200 10HD00224
10HD00234 10HD00237 10HD00292 10HD00304 10HD00306 10HD00320 10HD00326 10HD00331
10HD00338 10HD00345 11HD00002 11HD00006 11HD00010 11HD00013 11HD00022 11HD00039
11HD00041 11HD00044 11HD00050 11HD00059 11HD00064 11HD00065 11HD00071 11HD00076
11HD00077 11HD00079 11HD00080 11HD00086 11HD00092 11HD00094 11HD00095 11HD00106
11HD00109 11HD00116 11HD00119 11HD00120 11HD00125 11HD00126 11HD00136 11HD00137
11HD00222 11HD00223 11HD00225 11HD00231 11HD00232 11HD00234 11HD00238 11HD00246
11HD00298 11HD00302

PASSED IN THIRD CLASS
05HD00109 09HD00054 09HD00134 09HD00179 10HD00286 11HD00048 11HD00053 11HD00215
11HD00228

SECOND YEAR COMPLETED
01HD00526 02HD00126 03HD00259 03HD00574 05HD00141 05HD00406 06HD00256 06HD00387
07HD00340 07HD00418 08HD00051 08HD00095 08HD00243 09HD00105 09HD00174 09HD00183
09HD00191 09HD00244 09HD00318 09HD00331 10HD00001 10HD00064 10HD00116 10HD00184
10HD00276 11HD00144 11HD00163

THE FOLLOWING REGISTER NUMBERS WILL BE ANNOUNCED LATER
NIL

THE FOLLOWING REGISTER NUMBERS ARE WITHHELD
NIL
NOTE:
1. THE MARKS STATEMENTS OF THE CANDIDATES OF SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION WILL BE SENT DIRECTLY TO THE CANDIDATES TO THE ADDRESSES FURNISHED.

2. THE PROVISIONAL CERTIFICATES OF THE PASSED CANDIDATES WILL BE SENT ALONGWITH THEIR MARKS STATEMENTS WHO OWES NO DUES TO SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION. THEY NEED NOT APPLY SEPARATELY.

3. HOWEVER, CANDIDATES WHO OWES DUES BY WAY OF TUTION FEE ETC., HAVE TO CLEAR THE SAME TO GET THEIR PROVISIONAL CERTIFICATE.

4. THE REQUISITION FORM FROM THE CANDIDATES FOR REVALUATION OF THEIR SCRIPTS SHALL BE ADDRESSED TO DEPUTY REGISTRAR (EXAMS), SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION, ANDHRA UNIVERSITY, VISAKHAPATNAM AND REACH HIM WITHIN A PERIOD OF 30 (THIRTY) DAYS FROM THE DATE OF DESPATCH OF MARKS AFTER PUBLICATION OF THE RESULTS AT THE OFFICE OF THE SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION.

5. THE CANDIDATES DESIRING REVALUATION OF THEIR VALUED ANSWER SCRIPTS ARE REQUIRED TO PUT IN THEIR REQUISITIONS ACCOMPANIED BY (I) A DEMAND DRAFT IN FAVOUR OF THE REGISTRAR, ANDHRA UNIVERSITY, VISAKHAPATNAM TOWARDS THE PRESCRIBED REVALUATION FEE RS.500/- (RUPEES FIVE HUNDRED ONLY) FOR EACH ANSWER SCRIPT AND (II) A SPECIMEN HANDWRITING.


7. THE REGISTERED CANDIDATES WHO WISH TO GET THE PHOTO COPIES OF THEIR ANSWER SCRIPTS MAY DO SO, ON PAYMENT OF RS. 800/- FOR EACH SCRIPT TO THE UNIVERSITY (BY WAY OF DD DRAWN IN FAVOUR OF THE REGISTRAR, ANDHRA UNIVERSITY PAYABLE AT VISAKHAPATNAM ON ANY NATIONALISED BANK), WITHIN 15 DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PUBLICATION OF THE RESULT (AS GIVEN AT THE END OF THIS RESULT SHEET) AND IF FURTHER THEY WISH TO GET REVALUED THOSE ANSWER SCRIPTS, THEY MAY DO SO WITHIN 5 (FIVE) DAYS. FOR THIS PURPOSE, THEY MAY APPLY IN WRITING TO THE DIRECTOR, SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION, AU, VSKP FURNISHING ALL THE REQUIRED PARTICULARS, NAME OF THE CANDIDATE, TITLE OF THE PAPER, YEAR OF DEGREE, i.e. I YEAR / II YEAR, DETAILS OF AMOUNT PAID @ RS. 800/- FOR EACH ANSWER SCRIPT THE CANDIDATES WISHES TO GET, i.e. DD NUMBER, DATE, AMOUNT, NAME OF THE BANK, ETC. ADDRESS FOR COMMUNICATION MENTIONING THEIR CONTACT PHONE NUMBER

(BY ORDER)

WALT AIR
DATE: 07-10-2013


JOIN T REGISTRAR

COPIES TO THE PRINCIPALS OF THE COLLEGES FOR THE EXAMINATION CENTRES OF THE SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION.